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Abstract:  This paper discusses the comparison of the flow fields downstream of two different swirl 
generators. Both swirl generators are used to imitate the flow at the exit of the hydraulic turbine runner 
and study spatio-temporal behaviour of the swirling flow in the draft tube (i.e. outlet diffuser part of the 
hydraulic turbine), which undergoes breakdown into vortex rope. Unsteady CFD computations are 
carried out for identical Reynolds number. Resulting velocity and vorticity profiles are correlated with 
the structure of the vortex rope.  Difference in excited pressure pulsations is illustrated on amplitude-
frequency spectra of static wall pressure. 
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1. Introduction 

Difficulty of the swirling flow investigation in scaled model of hydraulic turbine draft tube leads to 
idea of building up a simplified apparatus that best imitates the flow at the exit of the Francis turbine 
operated at partial discharge (Avelan et al., 2000, Ciocan et al., 2007, Susan-Resiga et al., 2009). The 
swirl generators have been developed at “Politehnica” University of Timisoara (SG-RO) (Susan-
Resiga et al., 2008) as well as at V. Kaplan Dept. of Fluid Engineering, Brno University of 
Technology (SG-CZ) (Rudolf et al, 2011), see fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Experimental setup of SG-RO swirl generators on the left and SG-CZ on the right. 

Present comparison is based on numerical computation in commercial software ANSYS Fluent R13 
using Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations. Both considered computational domains are 
downstream parts of swirl generator apparatuses, i.e. convergent divergent section in case of SG-RO 
and conical diffuser in case of SG-CZ. For better comparison of computed results, we employed RSM 
turbulence model with higher computational requirements but superior performance for highly 
swirling flow (Jawarneh et al., 2006, Susan-Resiga et al., 2010). Swirling flow generated by the swirl 
generator and further decelerated in the diffuser is very complex and time unstable. For result 
discussion the velocity and vorticity profiles as well as the pressure pulsations in four survey sections 
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are extracted from unsteady calculation. Example of computed vortex ropes and time averaged 
backflow regions are shown in fig. 2 for both cases of swirl generators. 

 
Fig. 2: Vortex rope and time averaged backflow regions, SG-RO on the left and SG-CZ on the right. 

2. Conclusions 

Different shape of vortex rope, generated by each swirl generator, corresponds with different value of 
swirl number. SG-RO with higher swirl number than SG-CZ composes swirling flow with more 
massive vortex rope. Vortex rope has larger width and forms into shape with higher ascend of helix. 
This shape is similar to the vortex rope appearing in Francis turbine draft tube (FLINDT project) 
during operation on 70%QBEP and was main designed parameter of SG-RO. On the other hand, vortex 
rope generated by SG-CZ is thinner and forms into shape with lower ascend of the helix. In 
comparison with the vortex ropes computed in paper Rudolf 2009 for inlet boundary conditions 
derived by Susan-Resiga et al., 2006, the vortex rope generated by SG-CZ is very similar one to the 
vortex rope corresponding with the turbine operation on 90%QBEP. Results show strong coupling 
between axial and circumferential velocity profiles and its influence on vortex rope shape. The 
circumferential velocity component appears as the factor with largest influence on vortex rope 
formation. 
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